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This study is an examination of the beast motif as-

sociated with Stephen Dedalus in Joyce's Ulysses. The

motif has its origins in Joyce's earlier novel, A Portrait

of the Artist as a Young Man. In Ulysses the beast motif

is related to Stephen's feelings of guilt and remorse over

his mother's death and includes characterizations of Stephen

as a fox, a dog, a rat, and a vampire. The motif consistent-

ly carries a negative connotation. Several literary sources

for the imagery of the beast motif are apparent in Ulysses,

including two plays by John Webster, a poem by Matthew Prior,

medieval bestiaries, and a traditional Irish folk riddle.

The study of the continuity of the beast motif in Ulysses

helps to explain the complex characterization of Stephen

Dedalus.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A major motif which appears in James Joyce's Ulysses

is the characterization of Stephen Dedalus as a beast. The

motif is part of the general animal imagery associated with

Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man

and Ulysses. In A Portrait Stephen is "Bous [ox] Stephan-

oumenos"; t 1in Ulysses he is the "bullockbefriending bard."2

He is associated with both "lapwing" Icarus (p. 210) and

Dedalus, the "hawklike man" (p. 210). As an outcast, he is

one of Ireland's "wild geese."

In Joyce's work the use of bird imagery usually suggests

freedom and artistic heights--Stephen tells a friend, "'When

the soul of a man is born in this country there are nets

flung at it to hold it back from flight. . . . I shall try

to fly by those nets. ' "3  Imagery associated with four-footed

animals, however, often implies baser instincts and oppression:

"'Ireland is the old sow that eats her farrow. ' "4 In A Por-

trait, too, beast imagery is used to represent Stephen's guilt

and confusion over his developing sexual nature. In Ulysses

the focus of the beast imagery is Stephen's guilt and re-

morse over his mother's death.

1
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The beast motif in Ulysses begins in "Telemachus," the

first chapter, and continues throughout the novel. In the

present context it includes characterizations of Stephen

Dedalus as a fox, a dog, a rat, and a vampire. The motif

consistently carries a negative connotation. Beast imagery,

for example, is used to suggest the bestial nature of man in

the "Circe" episode. In addition, the motif represents

Stephen's attempts to come to terms with his feelings of guilt

over his mother's death, as in the first few chapters of the

book.

The beast motif has its origins in A Portrait of the

Artist as a Young Man, Joyce's novel of youth and adolescence

which preceded Ulysses. There are several appearances of the

motif as a characterization of young Stephen Dedalus.

At the Christmas dinner portrayed in the novel, Simon

Dedalus addresses his son: ""What are you laughing at, you

little puppy, you?'"5 Stephen's friend Heron tells him,

"'You're a sly dog, Dedalus',, 6  Later, Simon Dedalus speaks

of his son with less affection: "'Is your lazy bitch of a

brother gone out yet?'" Stephen tells his sister, "'He has

a curious idea of genders if he thinks a bitch is masculine.S'a"7

Similar treatment of animal imagery in A Portrait is

its symbolic use in Father Arnall's sermon to the boys on

religious retreat. The sermon includes graphic descriptions

of hell, and at one point, the priest warns the boys, "'Sin

is a base consent to the promptings of our corrupt
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nature to the lower instincts, to that which is gross and

beastlike; and it is also a turning away from the counsel of

our higher nature. . .. "'"

In his youthful mortification over his own sins, Stephen

compares himself to the "beastlike" images of Father Arnall's

sermon. Stephen says of himself: "Like a beast in its lair

his soul had lain down in its own filth. . . ."9 He ponders

his own "brutelike lust"10 and in his sinful state, "prowled

in quest of that call"--sexual gratification. He "moaned

to himself like some baffled prowling beast. "12 His private

hell is inhabited by "goatish" creatures."13 on the other

hand, the section in A Portrait describing Stephen's devotion

to the Blessed Virgin Mary, including his extensive attempts

to prove himself worthy and to overcome his sin, is notable

in the virtual absence of any reference to the negative animal

imagery which pervades the previous section.

In his biography of Joyce, Richard Ellmann comments that

"the image of himself as deer remained Joyce's favorite self-

portrayal."1 4 Evidence in A Portrait and Ulysses, however,

suggests that characterizations of other animals were equally

attractive ones. The beast motif increases the number of

possible levels of interpretation: while the deer may rep-

resent man as a hunted "quarry,"15 for example, the fox can

represent hunter as well as quarry.

One apparent source for the beast motif as it appears

in Ulysses is found in the work of Elizabethan playwright
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John Webster, in particular, his two plays, The Duchess of

Malfi and The White Devil. According to J. A. Symonds, the

editor of one edition of the plays, a "common superstition"

of Webster's time held that wolves dug up graves to discover

the truth about murders.16 Duke Ferdinand in Webster's The

Duchess of Malfi refers to this belief when speaking to Bosola

about the death of the Duchess:

0, I'll tell thee;
The wolf shall find her grave, and scrape it up,
Not to devour the corpse, but to discover
The horrid murder.

(IV.ii. 194)

In a similar manner, Stephen's troubled searching in his

private mind concerning his responsibility for his mother's

death is described in terms of digging and chewing. Stephen,

in fact, repeats Ferdinand's use of the word "scrape":

". a fox . . . scraped in the earth, listened, scraped up

the earth, listened, scraped and scraped" (p. 28). Early in

Ulysses Stephen begins to consider himself an animalistic

"chewer of corpses" because of his preoccupation with his

mother's death (p. 10) .

By his use of the Webster source in Ulysses, Joyce adds

another dimension to the characterization of Stephen Dedalus:

in addition to being characterized as an animal, Stephen be-

comes a kind of vampire figure. The two images are somewhat

analogous: the vampire (werewolf) is half-man, half-animal,

and the animals in Stephen's imagination are part vampire since
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they "dig" at his mother's grave. The vampire imagery in-

tensifies the negative connotations of the beast motif and

expands the characterization of Stephen Dedalus.

Thus, in Ulysses beast imagery is used to portray the

subconscious mind of Stephen Dedalus. William York Tindall

in A Reader's Guide to James Joyce points out frequent oc-

currences of animal imagery associated with Stephen, especially

in connection with his mother's death. Patrick A. McCarthy,

in a study of the riddles in Joyce's work, states, "While he

tries to deny the bestial element in himself, Stephen is both

the cunning fox and the dog that mimics the fox's actions."'7

McCarthy suggests that "Stephen's fox riddle is the starting

point for an important motif" in Ulysses.18 The beast motif,

however, begins earlier than the first appearance of the fox

riddle in chapter two; it begins with a casual remark by

Buck Mulligan in the first chapter which remains in Stephen's

mind throughout the day.

In "Telemachus," the first chapter of Ulysses, Mulligan

tells Stephen, "'The aunt thinks you killed your mother'"

(p. 5), referring to Stephen's refusal to kneel and pray at

his dying mother's request. Further, Mulligan speaks of

Stephen's mother being "beastly dead" (p. 8), a remark which

greatly disturbs Stephen. And Mulligan calls Stephen "poor

dogsbody" (p. 6). "Dogsbody," according to most critics, is

an anagram of "godsbody." Tindall suggests a reason for the

. _ .
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symbolic use of the term: "Stephen, a young dog, wants to

be a god or creator."19

In the second chapter, "Nestor," Stephen's response to

a riddle he poses to his students is seemingly nonsensical:

"The fox burying his grandmother under a hollybush" (p. 27).

The solution to the riddle, however, gains importance in

relationship to other uses of the beast motif in the book.

Stephen as fox is trying to bury his allegiance to Ireland,

church, and family; at the same time, he digs or "delves"

(p. 47) into his conscience to find a way to reconcile his

feelings of guilt over his break with these ties.

In "Proteus," the third chapter, Stephen views several

dogs on the beach and describes them in protean, changing

language. According to Frank Budgen, Joyce once noted that

the dog is "the mummer among beasts--the Protean animal."2 0

Earlier in Ulysses Mulligan has referred to Stephen as "Kinch,

the loveliest mummer of them all" (p. 5). Tindall notes that

the dog on the beach "seems hare, buck, bear, calf, wolf, and

pard by turns."21 The characterization of the dog as "mummer"

may account for the several different animals which are in-

cluded in the beast motif. All of the animals share the quality

of being flesh- or carrion-eating predators, however.

Further, in "Proteus" to Stephen the dog digging in the

sand seems to represent the animal digging in search of a

murderer's identity. Therefore the dog on the beach is later

imagined in an unflattering, almost gruesome light; Stephen
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thinks of "a fox, red reek of rapine in his fur" (p. 28).

Stephen sees a dead dog on the beach as well, and he repeats

Mulligan's words to himself: "Ah, poor dogsbody. Here lies

poor dogsbody's body" (p. 46). Many of the references to

the beast motif in Ulysses are concentrated in the first

three chapters--those primarily devoted to the development of

Stephen Dedalus as a character.

McCarthy suggests a connection between the beast motif

and the graveyard rat of the sixth chapter, "Hades." The

"greatgrandfather rat" Bloom sees near the graves in the

cemetery recalls Stephen's mother's accusatory "Chewer of

corpses!" which Stephen imagines he hears her say to him

(p. 10).22

In the "Scylla and Charybdis" or ninth chapter an

Homeric source for a development of the beast motif is sug-

gested. According to Tindall, the monster Scylla is described

by Homer as having the "hideous voice . . . 'of a young dog.'"2 3

In the National Library where the chapter takes place, Tindall

notes that Bloom-Ulysses walks between Mulligan (Charybdis,

the whirlpool) and "yapping" Stephen.

One of the most entertaining and light-hearted uses of

the beast motif occurs in the form of the dog, Garryowen, in

the twelfth chapter, "The Cyclops." Usually described with

the adjective "bloody," and in close contact with the equally

distasteful citizen, Garryowen has a fairly well-developed

"personality" and is related to Stephen symbolically: the dog
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is described as having "the hydrophobia dropping out of his

jaws" (p. 311). Stephen is a kind of hydrophobe himself,

refusing to swim with Mulligan earlier in the morning, and

taking only infrequent baths.2 4

In the fifteenth chapter, "Circe," dogs are frequently

present. Tindall suggests that "all these dogs . . . refer

somehow to Stephen, the changing beast, slouching toward

Eccles Street to be reborn."25 Ellmann calls Circe's "den"

the "place of temptation where the bestial aspects of men

emerge."26 In "Circe" many of the different elements of the

beast motif recur, merge, and are transformed.

Later in "Eumaeus," the sixteenth chapter, the beast

motif again appears as a motif for Stephen. Bloom thinks of

a dog with a wounded paw (Stephen has hurt his hand) which he

had once taken home with him--"not that the cases were either

identical or the reverse" (p. 657) . Finally, in "Penelope,"

the eighteenth chapter, "Stephen and the dog are reunited,"

at least in Molly's imagination.

The characterization of Stephen as a fox or dog parallels

Bloom's characterization as a panther or cat. This parallel

development suggests another possible literary source for the

motif, the bestiary. In medieval bestiaries Christ is depicted

as a panther (Bloom is usually considered a Christ-figure in

Ulysses), and Reynard the fox (Stephen) is the outcast, but a

clever character. Other probable literary sources include
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a poem by Matthew Prior, Solomon on the Vanity of the World:

A Poem in Three Books, a medieval treatise entitled "Agenbite

of Inwit," and Stephen's riddle in its traditional form.

The second chapter of the present paper will discuss

possible sources for the beast motif, with emphasis on two

of Webster's plays, The Duchess of Malfi and The White Devil

and the fox riddle in its original form. The third chapter

will contain a detailed discussion of the appearances of the

beast motif in Ulysses from the "Telemachus" chapter up to

"The Cyclops." The fourth chapter will discuss material in

Ulysses related to the motif, from "The Cyclops" through

"Penelope."

Finally, after examining possible sources for the beast

motif and the uses of the motif in the novel, the fifth chap-

ter will conclude by suggesting possible reasons Joyce chose

such a motif for Stephen Dedalus. An overview of the beast

motif helps to illuminate certain problematical passages in

Ulysses--the fox riddle, for example--and a closer study of

the apparent continuity of the motif may further help to ex-

plain, in part, the complex characterization of Stephen Dedalus.
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CHAPTER II

SOURCES OF THE BEAST MOTIF IN ULYSSES

Two sources appear to be the basis for the language

and imagery associated with the beast motif in Ulysses:

two plays by John Webster, The Duchess of Malfi and The

White Devil, and Stephen Dedalus' fox riddle in its tradi-

tional form. Several critics, including Giorgio Melchiori,

William Schutte, and Stanley Sultan note Joyce's use of the

Webster plays as a source for imagery in the book. Further,

James Prescott and Patrick A. McCarthy in separate articles

discuss the significance of the fox riddle in Ulysses. While

critics have studied the riddle and the plays in some detail,

however, the elements these two main sources have in common

have not previously been examined. More important, there

has not been an attempt to show the continuity of the imagery

derived from these sources and the significance of such im-

agery to the novel as a whole. The various elements of the

beast motif interact throughout the novel and can be shown

to provide an essential part of the characterization of

Stephen Dedalus. In the present study the fox riddle will

be discussed first, followed by an extensive examination of

the Webster plays.

12
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In Ulysses animal imagery is important to the development

of Stephen's riddle in "Nestor." When his students ask for a

"ghoststory," Stephen responds by posing the following riddle:

The cock crew
The sky was blue:
The bells in heaven
Were striking eleven.
Tis time for this poor soul
To go to heaven.

(p. 26)

His solution to the riddle, "The fox burying his grandmother

under a hollybush" (p. 27), combines the idea of Stephen (as

fox) trying to "bury" past traditions--church, country, and

family--with Stephen's own self-perceived role as murderer.

An earlier version of the riddle appears in P. W. Joyce's

English As We Speak It in Ireland (1910).. In this source,

the riddle and the solution differ slightly from Stephen's,

but the difference is important:

Riddle me, riddle me right:
What did I see last night?

The wind blew
The cock crew
The bells of heaven
Struck eleven

'Tis time for my poor sowl to go to heaven.
Answer: the fox burying his mother under a holly tree.2

Weldon Thornton comments on Stephen's change of "mother" to

"grandmother" in the solution to the riddle:

Perhaps the riddle once had an answer that has been lost.
If this is the riddle Stephen knows, it is significant,
especially since Mulligan has suggested that Stephen
killed his mother, that he substitutes grandmother for
mother3a.s the object of the murder that he assumes took
place.
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Joyce gives the "nonsense"' solution to the riddle meaning

by its relationship to the beast motif. Stephen, while aware

that his mother is part of the oppressive past which he has

attempted to "bury," nonetheless realizes that her actual

death is too recent for him to be comfortable with his desire

for estrangement from tradition. Thus he dissassociates him-

self from the pain of her death by substituting the word

"grandmother" in the solution. In addition, "grandmother"

suggests, more clearly than "mother," ties with Ireland which

Stephen is trying to sever--"poor old woman" is a name used

for Ireland.4

Thornton suggests another possible source for the use of

"grandmother" in the altered solution to the riddle. He cites

a "proverbial saying," "'nails long enough to scratch her

Granum out of her grave'" and notes that the expression ap-

pears in Swift's Polite Conversation, in the third conversation.5

Finally, Tindall sees positive implications in Stephen's

riddle:

Too clever by far, foxy Stephen is trying to bury his
"grandmother" under a "hollybush," a tree of life,
promising renewal. . . . Trying in vain to bury the
past, Stephen finds it returning to haunt him. In the
infirmary at Conglowes, Stephen is asked a riddle he
cannot solve. That he asks the riddle now and knows
the answer seem hopeful signs. Applying the riddle to
himself, he is beginning the contemptuous self-examination
that may help to save him from his pride.6

Stephen may know the answer to the riddle, but words and images

associated with the riddle continue to disturb him throughout

most of Ulysses.

r .ter _. _. _
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In addition to the fox riddle, Joyce also apparently made

use of two plays by John Webster, The Duchess of Malfi and The

White Devil, for source material for the development of the

beast motif. Certain elements in these two plays by Webster

parallel the language and imagery already seen in the fox

riddle, including the fox (or wolf), the act of digging in

the earth, and, as one critic notes, the sound of a bell.

Thornton cites William Schutte's discovery that Webster's

The Duchess of Malfi and The White Devil are used as sources

for Joyce's beast imagery for Stephen Dedalus. In an earlier

study, Giorgio Melchiori also refers to similar imagery in

Ulysses and The White Devil. Melchiori, comparing imagery

in Joyce's Ulysses and T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, discusses

the "Proteus" section of Ulysses and similar passages in Eliot's

poem. Melchiori points out Eliot's use of Webster's dirge

from The White Devil, similar dog-wolf imagery, and notes the

significance of one of the subtitles of The Waste Land: "The

Burial of the Dead."8 Further, Melchiori notes that both

works have for a central symbol a "drowned man"; in Ulysses,

Melchiori concludes that "the drowned man becomes . . . a

symbol of remorse and is identified with what the dog is

trying to dig up." 9

Another critic also cites Webster's The White Devil in

connection with Joyce's imagery in Ulysses. Stanley Sultan

suggests an alternate reading of the fox riddle: "The fox-

dog of Stephen's thoughts is not burying but attempting to dig
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up, to see if indeed his (grand)mother has gone, as the

riddle says, 'to heaven. ',"10 Sultan continues:

For the fox "burying" his "grandmother" listens for
and hears "bells in Heaven," and the bereaved mother
[in The White Devil] introduces the dirge with: "I'll
give you a saying which my grandmother was wont, when
she heard the bell toll, to sing unto her lute."l

Although Sultan notes that in Ulysses the bells are "in

Heaven" while in Webster's play the bell is a funeral bell,

his ideas shed some light on the enigmatic riddle.

That Webster was a source for the "fox digging" motif

in Ulysses is a point generally accepted by critics. There

appears, however, to be no direct reference to Webster or to

his work by Joyce himself in the novel. The language of the

passages is the only apparent indication of Joyce's use of

Webster as a source in Ulysses.

Webster's use of the "fox digging" motif in The White

Devil occurs in the last act of the play, in the closing lines

of a dirge sung by Vittoria Corombona's mother, Cornelia.

Lamenting the death of her son, Marcello, Cornelia has become

mentally distracted; references to herbal folklore which pre-

cede the dirge are reminiscent of Ophelia's song in Hamlet.

Because his death was the result of a quarrel, Marcello cannot

be buried, and in the dirge Cornelia invites friendly animals

to assist her funeral preparations but warns against the wolf:

Call unto his funeral dole
The ant, the field mouse, and the mole,
To rear him hillocks that shall keep him warm,
And (when gay tombs are robbed) sustain no harm:
But keep the wolf far hence, that's foe to men,
For with his nails he'll dig them up again.

(V. iv. 107)
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In Cornelia's song the wolf is the "foe to men" and is

depicted negatively, as a force to be avoided.

In Webster's The White Devil so many characters, male

and female, are referred to as "dog," "fox," or "wolf" (or

variations of these words) that not one character but the whole

Italian court and church seem involved in the degenerate and

bestial implications of the animal imagery. Webster uses

animal imagery throughout the play to portray man's (and

woman's) corruptibility and lower nature.

Early in the play Flamineo asserts, "women are like dogs"

(I.ii.31), and Brachiano later echoes the same sentiment:

"woman to man / Is either a god or a wolf" (IV.i.76). Brachiano

calls the Duke of Florence "that old dog-fox" (V.iii.98), and

when Brachiano is dying, Gasparo and Lodovico whisper to him

that he will die and "stink / Like a dead fly-blown dog"

(V.iii.100-101). Brachiano refers to the evil churchman

Monticelso as a "cowardly dog" (III.i.58) while Vittoria

calls him a "wolf" (III.i.59). The word "cunning" appears

throughout the play and is often linked with the fox-dog-wolf

imagery.

In the closing scene of the play, when Flamineo is

fatally stabbed, he asks,

0, what blade is't?
A Toledo, or an English fox?
I ever thought a cutler should distinguish
The cause of my death, rather than a doctor.

(V.vi.117)
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According to various sources, "Tolddo" and "fox" are types

of sword blades; although critics have not suggested the

connection before, it appears Joyce is drawing from this

definition when he has Mulligan call Stephen, the Irish

fox, "Kinch, the knife-blade" (p. 4).

Other similarities between Ulysses and The White Devil

exist. Early in the play, Vittoria dreams that her husband

and the wife of Brachiano, her lover, dig at night in a

churchyard. Vittoria describes the scene to Brachiano:

They told me my intent was to root up
That well-grown yew, and plant i' the stead of it
A withered blackthorn; and for that they vowed
To bury me alive. My husband straight
With pick-axe gan to dig, and your fell duchess
With a shovel, like a Fury, voided out
The earth, and scattered bones. Lord, how, methought,
I trembled' and yet, for all this terror,
I could not pray.

(I.ii.32)

The action of digging and burying, especially in the church-

yard setting and at night, parallels certain elements of

Stephen's fox riddle. The yew, as a symbol of life, may

correspond to the "hollybush" in the solution to the riddle.

In addition, Vittoria's admission that she "could not pray"

is similar to Stephen's refusal to pray at his dying mother's

request.

Much later in the play, a reference to Homer's Ulysses

occurs. Again the suggestion is rather morbid. Flamineo

tells Brachiano, "All your kindness to me is like that mis-

erable courtesy of Polyphemus to Ulysses; you reserve me to
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be devoured last: you would dig turfs out of my grave to

feed your larks . . ." (IV.i.75). Vampire imagery appears

near the end of the play. Vittoria's maid, Zanche, tells

Flamineo that she and Vittoria will "drive a stake / Through

thy body" (V.vi.114) when they think he has fatally wounded

himself. Finally, a reference to the superstition concerning

wolves and graves occurs in the play. Brachiano laments his

violent death, and he praises "natural" death where "the

hoarse wolf / Scents not thy carrion" (V.iii.96).

Similarly, the pervasive use of animal imagery is

evident in Webster's The Duchess of Malfi. A glance at

almost any page of the play reveals numerous examples of

animal imagery in various contexts directed toward different

characters.

One character, though, is consistently associated with

the beast imagery in the play--Duke Ferdinand, the Duchess's

brother. When the Duchess reveals that she has married

Antonio, Ferdinand says to her, "The howling of a wolf / Is

music to thee, screech-owl . . ." (III.ii.164). Later,

Ferdinand calls her children "cubs" and bastards, and the

Duchess foreshadows later events by her bitter oath: "Do

you visit me for this? / You violate a sacrament o' the

church / Shall make you howl in hell for't" (IV.i.181).

Further, the madmen sent by Ferdinand to torment the im-

prisoned Duchess begin their song with a hint of Ferdinand's

impending madness:

.
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0 let us howl some heavy note,
Some deadly, dogged howl,

Sounding as from the .threatening throat
Of beasts and fatal fowl!

(IV.ii. 187)

The culmination of the beast motif as a means of character-

izing Duke Ferdinand occurs late in the play and parallels the

language of Cornelia's dirge in The White Devil. Two closely

related passages apply. First, when the tool-villain Bosola

confronts Ferdinand and demands to be rewarded for murdering

the Duchess (as he had been ordered), the Duke refuses. In-

stead, the Duke says, he will arrange a pardon for Bosola if

the murder is discovered. Bosola is incredulous. In addition,

in this passage the Duke refers to the idea of wolves digging

up graves:

Bos.: The office of justice is perverted quite
When one thief hangs another. Who shall dare
To reveal this?

Ferd.: 0, I'll tell thee;
The wolf shall find her grave and scrape it up,
Not to devour the corpse, but to discover
The horrid murder.

(IV. ii.194)

Here the image of the wolf digging is a relatively positive

one; the wolf becomes a friend to man since the motive for

his digging is not grisly; rather, he is the agent of divine

justice.

Ferdinand's language, as noted previously, is repeated

in Ulysses. In the "Nestor" episode, Stephen daydreams while

helping a student finish math problems after class:

'lag! MMIRI
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. . . Was that then real? The only true thing in
life? His mother's prostrate body the fiery Columbanus
in holy zeal bestrode. She was no more: the trembling
skeleton of a twig burnt in the fire, an odour of rose-
wood and wetted ashes. She had saved him from being
trampled under foot and had gone, scarcely having been.
A poor soul gone to heaven. And on a heath beneath
winking stars a fox, red reek of rapine in his fur, with
merciless bright eyes scraped in the earth, listened,
scraped up the earth, listened, scraped and scraped.

(pp. 27-28)

Here Stephen's mother is identified as the "poor soul gone to

heaven" of the riddle, and Stephen again views himself as the

fox which digs in the earth--this time, with "merciless" eyes

and "red reek of rapine." The self-image portrayed is not a

benign one at this point in Stephen's day.

Not long after the heated exchange between Bosola and

Ferdinand takes place in The Duchess of Malfi, the Duke

becomes mentally unstable, as the Duchess had predicted.

Pescara, a nobleman present at court, discusses Ferdinand's

condition with a doctor, who calls Ferdinand's disease

"lycanthropia":

In those that are possessed with't there o'erflows
Such melancholy humour they imagine
Themselves transformed into wolves;
Steal forth to churchyards in the dead of night,
And dig dead bodies up: as two nights since
One met the Duke . . . and he howled fearfully;
Said he was a wolf, only the difference
Was, a wolf's skin was hairy on the outside,
His on the inside . . .

(V.ii. 199)

In the final scene of the play, Bosola kills Ferdinand and

is revenged, but before the Duke dies, he manages to utter

some philosophy: "I do account this world but a dog kennel: /
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I will vault credit and high pleasures / Beyond death"

(V.v.216). Ferdinand sees himself in his view of the world.

The Elizabethan superstition that wolves dug up graves

to discover the truth about murders, noted by Symonds and

others, is one aspect of the beast motif in Webster's plays.

In this respect, the wolf is simultaneously feared and re-

spected. Another facet of the imagery involves the patholo-

gical condition of lycanthropy, the delusion that one has

changed from human form into a wolf.1 2

In a work originally published in 1584, The Discoverie

of Witchcraft, Reginald Scot discusses various forms of

human-to-animal transformations. He cites several examples

of men being changed into wolves and calls the condition

"lycanthropia." Scot suggests a medical basis for the trans-

formations, refuting the view that these phenomena are the

work of witches:

To conclude, I saie that the transformations, which
these witchmongers doo so rave and rage upon, is
(as all the learned sort of physicians affirme) a
disease proceeding partlie from melancholie, whereby
manie suppose themselves to be woolves, or such
ravening beasts. For Lycanthropia is of the ancient
physicians called Lupina melancholia, or Lupina
insania.13

Interestingly, Robert Burton in The Anatomy of Mel-

ancholy considers "lycanthropia" to be a form of madness

rather than melancholy:

Lycanthropia . . . or wolf-madness [is indicated]
when men run howling about graves and fields in the
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night, and will not be persuaded but that they are
wolves, or some such beasts. Aetuis and Paulus call
it a kind of melancholy; but I should rather refer
it to madness as most do.14

Whether melancholy or madness, the implications of the

disease are both gruesome and bestial. The use of the Web-

ster source in Ulysses helps to expand the characterization

of Stephen Dedalus. Stephen has previously been associated

with negative, but fairly generalized, beast imagery. The

addition of the vampire-lycanthrope imagery greatly inten-

sifies the negative implications of the beast motif.

In a later study, Giles Mitchell and Eugene Wright ex-

amine lycanthropy in terms of contemporary psychology. They

state that "modern psychological studies confirm the validity

of Webster's idea of the psychological relationships of in-

cest, lycanthropy, and necrophilia."15 They conclude that

an "unconscious, incestuous attraction" to the Duchess is the

"disguise motive" for the Duke's madness in The Duchess of

Malfi.lk' Similarly, Patrick A. McCarthy points out incest-

uous overtones in Stephen (as fox) digging in the (maternal)

17earth. Mitchell and Wright emphasize the victim of lycan-

thropy's "sense of powerlessness" as well as his "bestial per-

versity. "18 Stephen Dedalus succumbs to the attraction of his

bestial nature in A Portrait; in Ulysses he feels artistically

impotent and thus a certain "powerlessness."
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In Ulysses Stephen is identified as a vampire-figure

and thus becomes the counterpart of Duke Ferdinand in The

Duchess of Malfi. In Webster's play the Duke becomes men-

tally deranged and imagines himself to be a wolf after he

orders the death of his sister, the Duchess. Feelings of

remorse and guilt trouble Stephen after his mother's death,

and Buck Mulligan's accusatory remarks cause Stephen to

wonder whether he actually was responsible for her death.

The overwhelming guilt experienced by both Ferdinand and

Stephen manifests in a similar manner: Ferdinand "becomes"

a wolf and a graverobber by his actions while Stephen becomes

an animalistic "chewer of corpses" in the workings of his

own conscience.

Both Joyce and Webster use a significant amount of

animal imagery in their works--Webster, to exaggerate and

depersonalize the baser traits of wicked men, Joyce, to

round out characterizations and expand symbolic relationships.

Webster appears to be the first writer to use the "wolf

digging" image, and his use is an effective one, especially

in light of the interest of Elizabethan audiences in the

tragic macabre. R. W. Dent, in his impressive source study of

the plays, John Webster's Borrowing, concludes that he can

find "no earlier parallel" for the motif.1 9

Besides the use of the language and imagery from Webster's

plays as a source for the beast motif in Ulysses, an important
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thematic source is Homer's Odyssey. As previously mentioned,

Tindall has suggested a connection between Joyce's characteri-

zation of Stephen as a young dog and Homer's sea-monster Scylla.

Tindall compares an episode from Homer's odyssey with the

"Scylla and Charybdis" episode in Ulysses, which takes place

in the National Library:

Homer's Ulysses, forced to pass between Charybdis, a
whirlpool, and Scylla, a monster on a rock, steers
nearer the latter. Scylla, sticking her neck out,
picks one man up in each of her six mouths; but during
her supper prudent Ulysses gets away with what she has
left. Her hideous voice, says Homer, is that of "a
young dog." Parodying his great original, Joyce's
displaced Ulysses passes between Mulligan and
monstrous Stephen, whose incessant yapping, as he
sticks his neck out, is that of a young dog--and
Bloom steers nearer to him, no doubt. 2u

As Tindall also points out, "Homer's Ulysses is recognized

by his dog in Ithaca."21 The actual "recognition" in Ulysses,

however, occurs during the "Eumaeus" episode. According to

Tindall, in the cabman's shelter when Bloom gives Stephen a

bun and coffee, "communion" is achieved and Stephen at last

"recognizes" Bloom as Christ.22 The communion is not fully

complete, though, until Stephen accepts cocoa from Bloom in

"Ithaca":

Receiving Bloom's god food, Stephen, the young dog
pretending to be a god, becomes a god. Through
"creature" (or created) cocoa he puts on creative
power, becoming potential creator or artist at last.2 3

Thus the beast motif associated with Stephen illustrates

Stephen's journey toward, and accomplishment of, his goal

of becoming a creative artist.
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Another possible source for a brief portion of the

language of the beast motif may originate in the writings of

Matthew Prior. In Prior's long poem, Solomon on the Vanity

of the World: A Poem in Three Books, the first book,

"Knowledge," is summarized by the author as a preface to

the section:

Solomon seeking Happiness from Knowledge, convenes the
Learned Men of His Kingdom; requires them to explain to
him the various Operations and Effects of Nature; dis-
courses of Vegetables, Animals, and Man; . . . [he]24concludes, that as to Human Science, All is Vanity.

The catalog of the animal kingdom which follows includes

these observations about the fox;

Again: the lonely Fox roams far abroad,
On secret Rapin bent, and Midnight Fraud;
Now haunts the Cliff, now traverses the Lawn;
And flies the hated Neighborhood .of Man.2 5

The language of Prior's poem is similar to the following

lines, quoted earlier in connection with the fox riddle, from

Ulysses: " . . . on a heath beneath winking stars a fox, red

reek of rapine in his fur, scraped in the earth . . ." (pp.

27-28). Joyce's repetition of "fox" and "rapine," as well as

the nighttime setting and negative connotation all suggest

the use of Prior's poem as a source. Joyce later apparently

again made use of Prior's Works as a source for Finnegans

Wake, according to James S. Atherton in The Books at the

Wake.2 6

Early in Ulysses the phrase "Agenbite of inwit" is

associated with Stephen's feelings of guilt and remorse

-- ,I., wo lo
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over the death of his mother. Recalling the famous scene

in Macbeth, Stephen says to himself: "Speaking to me.

They wash and tub and scrub. Agenbite of inwit. Con-

science. Yet here's a spot" (p. 16). According to Thornton,

"'Ayenbite of Inwyt' (Remorse of Conscience) is the title

of a moral treatise which Dan Michel of Northgate translated

from the French about 1340."27 Atherton describes the work

as a "learned discussion of conscience . . . by forgotten

monks. "28 Another critic, Paul Jordan Smith, states that

"Agenbite of Inwit" literally means the "'again biting' of

the inner wit."2 9 As such, Stephen Dedalus' painful mental

activity is aptly described. While Smith maintains that

Stephen's condition is "in nowise alleviated by the brutality

of his companion"30--Buck Mulligan--it seems that Stephen

may also be accused of "brutality"; a self-proclaimed "chewer

of corpses," in his own conscience Stephen repeatedly "chews"

the facts of his mother's death to determine his own guilt

or innocence.

The literature of medieval bestiaries, the Epic of

Reynard series of tales in particular, may also figure as

a source for the beast motif in Ulysses.31 In The Epic of

the Beast, a volume which includes The History of Reynard

the Fox and Physiologus, descriptions of various animals

make up a portion of the text of Physiologus. The descriptions
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reinforce the idea of parallel animal imagery associated

with Bloom (as panther) and Stephen (as fox).

In "The Panther," the supposed attributes of the

panther are likened to Christ. The panther is friendly,

quiet, and gentle.3 2  On the other hand, in "The Fox," the

fox is described as "crafty" and is compared with the Devil:

"To this flesh belong adultery, covetousness, lust, murder."3 3

Similar negative attributes are associated with Reynard in

The History of Reynard the Fox. In general, these character

traits could be said to apply to Bloom and Stephen, respec-

tively, in Ulysses.

Gilbert Highet, in The Anatomy of Satire praises the

satirical nature of the Reynard cycle, calling the stories

"very nearly a satiric epic."34 Highet's description of

Reynard recalls Stephen Dedalus in his role as outcast:

Over against them all [the Lion and his court] stands
Reynard the Fox. They are society; he is anti-social.
They are rich and powerful; he is clever. They are
orthodox and gullible and polite; he is unorthodox and
inventive and rude. . . . Reynard the Fox thinks the
entire system is absurd, and so he lives the life of
an active satirist, exposing it and showing its folly.3 5

Finally, there is a later connection between Joyce and

this type of literature which suggests Joyce's interest in

such genres. Tindall and others have noted that Aesop's

fable "The Fox and the Grapes" is the basis for "The Mookse

and the Gripes" episode in Finnegans Wake.3 6

w
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It seems likely, then, that Joyce drew on a variety of

sources--Webster's tragedies, Homer's Odyssey, traditional

riddles, the poetry of Matthew Prior, and "Agenbite of Inwit"

as well as medieval bestiaries--for the beast motif for

Stephen Dedalus. The motif is thus enhanced by the greater

number of levels of meaning made possible. This technique

of compounding meaning by using more than one symbolic

association is familiar to readers of Joyce and works well

in the present context of the rich imagery associated with

the beast motif.

,, b ,.
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CHAPTER III

THE BEAST MOTIF IN ULYSSES: "TELEMACHUS"

TO "THE CYCLOPS"

In Ulysses Joyce refines the general animal imagery

associated with Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait into a more

specific and consistent set of images. The beast motif in

Ulysses is gradually expanded to include characterizations

of Stephen as a fox, a dog, a rat, and a vampire. The ad-

dition of the "vampire" element to the beast motif reflects

Stephen's preoccupation with his mother's death in Ulysses

and intensifies the negative connotation of the motif. Fur-

ther, in Ulysses several literary sources for the motif be-

come apparent. The literary aspect of the motif, particularly

appropriate for Stephen, an aspiring writer, also serves to

"civilize" or moderate somewhat the violence of the beast

motif. Thus, early in Ulysses the many seemingly-unrelated

elements of the beast motif for Stephen are introduced and

begin to take shape as a significant part of his character-

ization.

In "Telemachus," the first chapter of Ulysses, several

important elements related to the beast motif are introduced,

not by Stephen, but by Buck Mulligan. Mulligan suggests to

Stephen that he killed his mother and that her death was

33
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"beastly." Further, he gives Stephen the epithet, "dogsbody"

and describes him as a hydrophobe. "'The aunt thinks you

killed your mother,'" Mulligan tells Stephen. "'That's why

she won't let me have anything to do with you'" (p. 5).

"'Someone killed her,'" Stephen replies, instead of arguing

his innocence. His "gloomy" (p. 5) answer reveals his own

doubts on the subject.

Later, when Mulligan asks Stephen, "'What have you

against me now?'" (p. 7), Stephen reveals the reason for his

displeasure. He tells Mulligan that after his mother's

death, while visiting him, Mulligan had offhandedly, re-

marked to his own mother, "0, it's only Dedalus whose mother

is beastly dead" (p. 8). Stephen's reluctance at wanting to

tell this to Mulligan suggests the importance of Stephen's

answer. Mulligan, in fact, reacts strongly, too, as the words

bring a "flush" to his face.

Mulligan rationalizes his statement, repeating the word

"beastly" several times:

And what is death . . . your mother's or yours or
my own? You saw only your mother die. I see them
pop off every day in the Mater and Richmond and cut
up into tripes in the dissecting room. It's a beastly
thing and nothing else. It simply doesn't matter.
You wouldn't kneel down to pray for your mother on
her deathbed when she asked you. Why? Because you
have the cursed jesuit strain in you, only it's in-
jected the wrong way. To me it's all a mockery and
beastly. Her cerebral lobes are not functioning. . .

(p. 8)

But Stephen dismisses this explanation by telling Mulligan

that he was not thinking of the offence to his mother but

"of the offence to me" (p. 9).
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Near the beginning of the first chapter, Mulligan calls

Stephen "Kinch, the knife-blade" (p. 4). Later, after sug-

gesting that Stephen has killed his mother, he adds, "'There

is something sinister in you'" (p. 5). But characteristically,

Mulligan changes his tone, first calling Stephen "the love-

liest mummer of them all" (p. 5) and then "poor dogsbody"

(p. 6). Stephen repeats this name to himself as he looks in

Mulligan's shaving mirror: "As he and others see me. Who

chose this face for me? This dogsbody to rid of vermin. It

asks me too" (p. 6). Mulligan reinforces the "beastly" con-

notation by remarking, "'The rage of Caliban at not seeing

his face in a mirror'" (p. 6), comparing Stephen with the

beastlike Caliban of Shakespeare's play, The Tempest.

Near the end of the chapter, however, this "beastly"

characterization is again qualifed somewhat as Stephen be-

comes "Toothless Kinch" (p. 22). Thus the negative charac-

terizations suggested by Mulligan--"Kinch," "beastly," and

"sinister," for example, are generally balanced by more benign

ones: "Toothless Kinch," "poor dogsbody," and "loveliest

mummer." Perhaps this duality suggests that Stephen, while

capable of bestial urges and behavior, also possesses qualities

necessary for self-redemption.

Finally, the characterization of Stephen as a kind of

hydrophobe, later repeated in the dog Garryowen' s hydrophobia,

is suggested by Mulligan. Referring to Stephen, Mulligan

tells Haines, "'The unclean bard makes a point of washing
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once a month"' (p. 15). Stephen also refuses an invitation

to swim with Mulligan and Haines. Thus, while Stephen may

have had generalized feelings of guilt over his mother's

death, it is Mulligan who first suggests a specific, "beastly"

form for those fears. Stephen refines these images--into

the fox riddle, for example--as his day progresses.

The main occurrences of the beast motif in the second

chapter, "Nestor," have already been discussed in some detail

in relation to the sources of the motif. The third chapter,

"Proteus," also offers many opportunities for interpretation

of the beast motif. There are several incidental appearances

of the beast motif as well as lengthy and highly stylistic

uses of the motif concerning the actual dogs in the chapter.

As he walks along the beach, Stephen thinks to himself,

"The aunt thinks you killed your mother. That's why she

won't" (p. 42), showing that Mulligan's accusatory remarks

still trouble him. The characterization of Stephen as a

vampire figure, begun in the first chapter with Mrs. Dedalus'

"Ghoul' Chewer of corpses'" continues in "Proteus." Here,

Stephen alters the words of a poem: "He comes, pale vampire,

through storm his eyes, his bat sails bloodying the sea, mouth

to her mouth's kiss" (p. 48). Stephen tears off a part of

Mr. Deasy's letter to write out the stanza, which, as Prescott

notes, is reproduced in "Aeolus":1

----- .
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On swift sail flaming
From storm and south
He comes, pale vampire,
Mouth to my mouth.

(p. 132)

Further, Prescott cites the original source of the

poem as Douglas Hyde's "My Grief on the Sea" in Love Songs

of Connacht (1895), and quotes Hyde's version:

And my love came behind me--
He came from the South;

His breast to my bosom,
His mouth to my mouth.2

Significantly, Stephen has altered the poem by the addition

of "pale vampire" and "bat sails bloodying the sea."

This characterization of Stephen as a vampire is compat-

ible with the characterization as a lycanthrope discussed

earlier--both are "chewers of corpses." In "Proteus, "

Stephen is also associated with various carrion-eating animals,

the "bat . . . bloodying the sea," for example. In addition,

Stephen imagines the dog he sees on the beach to be "vulturing

the dead" (p. 47). He repeats this imagery in similar language

later in the chapter, referring to himself: "Dead breaths I

living breathe, read dead dust, devour a urinous offal from

all dead" (p. 50).

The descriptions of the actual dogs Stephen sees in

"Proteus" are imaginative variations of the beast motif.

First, Stephen sees the body of a dead dog: "A bloated

carcass of a dog lay lolled on bladderwrack" (p. 44) . Soon

afterwards, he sees a dog belonging to some cocklepickers

on the beach:

I 7
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A point, live dog, grew into sight running across
the sweep of sand. Lord, is he going to attack me?
Respect his liberty. You will not be master of others
or their slave. I have my stick. Sit tight.

(p. 45)

Stephen's fear of dogs probably originates in Joyce's own

well-documented fear and distrust of dogs.3

Stephen sees the live dog on the beach again, and this

time the dog is transformed in his imagination. Here the

dog is described in highly stylistic language, including

generalized animal imagery and heraldic description:

Their dog ambled about a bank of dwindling sand,
trotting sniffing on all sides. Looking for
something lost in a past life. Suddenly he made
off like a bounding hare, ears flung back, chasing
the shadow of a lowskimming gull. The man's shrieked
whistle struck his limp ears. He turned, bounded
back, came nearer, trotted on twinkling shanks. On
a field tenney a buck, trippant, proper, unattired.
At the lacefringe of the tide he halted with stiff
forehoofs, seawardpointed ears. His snout lifted
barked at the wavenoise, herds of seamorse. They
serpented towards his feet, curling, unfurling many
crests, every ninth, breaking, plashing, from far,
from farther out, waves and waves.

(p. 46)

"Looking for something in a past life" suggests the fox dig-

ging, and Stephen's remorse of conscience becomes "herds of

seamorse." Later, the dog's protean characteristics are emphasized

The dog yelped running to them [the cocklepickers],
reared up and pawed them, dropping on all fours, again
reared up at them with mute bearish fawing. Unheeded
he kept by them as they came towards the drier sand, a
rag of wolf's tongue redpanting from his jaws. His
speckled body ambled ahead of them and then loped off
at a calf's gallop. The carcass lay on his path. He
stopped, sniffed, stalked round it, brother, nosing
closer, went round it, sniffing rapidly like a dog all
over the dead dog's bedraggled fell. Dogskull, dogsniff,
eyes on the ground, moves to one great goal. Ah, poor
dogsbody. Here lies poor dogsbody's body.

(p. 46)
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In this passage Stephen's and the dog's points of view seem

to merge, as he repeats Mulligan's "poor dogsbody" and part

of Mr. Deasy's observation that "all history moves towards

one great goal, the manifestation of God" (p. 34). Stephen's

thoughts are on death also.

Finally, the dog is associated with the fox of the riddle.

The cocklepickers call the dog away from the carcass:

The cry brought him skulking back to his master and
a blunt bootless kick sent him unscathed across a
spit of sand, crouched in flight. He slunk back in
a curve. . . . His hindpaws then scattered sand: then
his forepaws dabbled and delved. Something he buried
there, his grandmother. He rooted in the sand,
dabbling, delving and stopped to listen to the air,
scraped up the sand again with a fury of his claws,
soon ceasing, a pard, a panther, got in spouse-
breach, vulturing the dead.

(pp. 46-47)

The dog's action of digging in the sand as well as the

phrases, "Something he buried there. His grandmother,"

"scraped up the sand . . . with a fury of his claws," "stopped

to listen to the air," and "vulturing the dead," are all

important elements of the beast motif. Here they are con-

densed into one brief passage and suggest the negative,

beastly side of Stephen's personality. Yet Stephen provides

an anti-climatic resolution to these negative images when,

near the end of the chapter, he again refers to himself as

"Toothless Kinch" (p. 50).

As previously noted, McCarthy suggests that in "Hades,"

the sixth chapter, Stephen is represented by the "greatgrand-

father" rat which Bloom sees at Dignam's funeral. Stephen

: ; ,., : k .. h,
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does, in fact, appear in the chapter; Bloom and the men in

the funeral carriage see Stephen, dressed in mournina,as

they are driven to the cemetery.

The cemetery rat is not the only appearance, however,

of the beast motif. Several other suggestions of the motif

are also contained in the chapter. For example, another

actual dog (besides those Stephen sees on the beach and Garry-

owen) is mentioned. As the funeral procession makes its way

through town, they pass the "dogs' home," presumably a pet

cemetery, and Bloom thinks about his father's dog, Athos:

Dogs' home over there. Poor old Athos! Be good to
Athos, Leopold, is my last wish. Thy will be done.
We obey them in the grave. A dying scrawl. He took
it to heart, pined away. Quiet brute. Old men's
dogs usually are.

(p. 90)

The "dying scrawl" referred to is Bloom's father's

suicide note, and the fact of his father's suicide is dis-

cussed in the chapter. Although Martin Cunningham tries to

change the topic of conversation, the other passengers in

the carriage are ignorant of the circumstances of Bloom's

father's death, and they speak disparagingly of suicide.

Mr. Power calls suicide "the greatest disgrace to have in

the family" (p. 96).

Bloom ignores the slight and thinks to himself, concern-

ing suicide victims: "They used to drive a stake of wood

through his heart in the grave. As if it wasn't broken

already" (p. 96).4 This imagery strongly suggests Stephen's

role as vampire. Bloom later changes his perspective,
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however, and when he wonders if Dignam is really dead (as

they begin to lower the coffin), he thinks, "They ought to

have some law to pierce the heart . . ." (p. 111) , that is,

to be sure the person being buried is actually dead.

Some negative imagery associated with the beast motif

occurs in the characterization of Father Coffey, the priest

who conducts the funeral mass. He is described as a "bully

about the muzzle . . . with a belly on him like a poisoned

pup" (p. 103).

An interesting coincidence in the chapter is that both

Mrs. Dedalus and Parnell are buried in the cemetery where

Dignam is buried. Stephen, as fox, digs to find out if his

mother has really "gone to heaven." The men at the funeral

mention Parnell's grave, and Mr. Power notes, "Some say he

is not in that grave at all. That the coffin was filled with

stones. That one day he will come again" (p. 112).

Finally, near the end of the chapter, Bloom sees the

"greatgrandfather" rat:

An obese grey rat toddled along the side of the
crypt, moving the pebbles. An old stager: great-
grandfather: he knows the ropes. The grey alive
crushed itself in under the plinth, wriggled itself
in under it. Good hidingplace for treasure.

(p. 114)

Interestingly, although Bloom's reflections on the animal

are graphic, they are made in fairly objective language:

One of those chaps would make short work of a fellow.
Pick the bones clean no matter who it was. Ordinary
meat for them. A corpse is meat gone bad. . .

(p. 114)
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Bloom's disgust is reserved, not for the rat, but for

the unnatural practice of robbing graves:

An even scraping up the earth at night with a
lantern like that case I read of to get at fresh buried
females or even putrefied with running gravesores.
Give you the creeps after a bit. I will appear to
you after death. You will see my ghost after death.
My ghost will haunt you after death. There is another
world after death named hell. . . .

(pp. 114-15)

The phrase, "scraping up the earth at night" clearly suggests

Stephen in his role as fox-vampire-lycanthrope. The language

Bloom uses is identical to Stephen's beast imagery already

described in "Nestor" and "Proteus."

The statement, too, that "my ghost will haunt you after

death" suggests Mrs. Dedalus, or at least the ghost Stephen

imagines he hears call him a "chewer of corpses." Stephen,

although not physically present at Dignam's funeral, is repre-

sented by the several occurences of the beast motif imagery

which is associated with him: the "greatgrandfather" rat,

Athos, vampire imagery used in connection with suicide, Mrs.

Dedalus' and Parnell's graves, and the concluding vampire

imagery associated with the graverobbers.

In "Scylla and Charybdis," the ninth chapter, the Homeric

parallel noted by Tindall involving Bloom-Ulysses, Stephen-

Scylla, and Mulligan-Charybdis has already been discussed at

some length. Several other references to the beast m>tif

occur in the chapter as well.

First, the repeated emphasis on Lyster's being a "Quaker

librarian" suggests George Fox, founder of the Society of

~mmm~~
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Friends.5 Later, after a discussion of Ann Hathaway

Shakespeare's supposed infidelity, Stephen thinks to himself:

Christfox in leather trews, hiding, a runaway in
blighted treeforks from hue and cry. Knowing no
vixen, walking lonely in the chase. Women he won
to him, tender people, a whore of Babylon, ladies
of justices, bully tapsters' wives. Fox and geese.
And in New Place a slack dishonoured body that once
was comely, once as sweet, as fresh as cinnamon,
now her leaves falling, all, bare, frighted of the
narrow grave and unforgiven.

(p. 193)

Thornton states that the phrase, "Christfox in leather trews"

"ascribes to Shakespeare the qualities of Christ and of a

fox." 6 Tindall considers "Christfox" to be a reference to

Lyster-George Fox. As he later points out, however, "'Christ-

fox,' quarry of a 'hue and cry,' may also refer to Stephen,

burying his grandmother, or to Parnell."8

The phrase "fox and geese" is identified by Thornton.

He notes that it is a kind of children's game involving

"pursuit and capture."9 The theme of "pursuit and capture"

links the characterizations of Stephen, Shakespeare, and

Parnell as developed in the "hue and cry" image noted by

Tindall. Thornton also suggests that "fox and geese" may

refer to a conversation between Lysander, Theseus, and

Demetrius in A Midsummer Night's Dream (V.i.234-40)14 which

puns on the different attributes of foxes and geese. Since

most of "Scylla and Charybdis" is devoted to a discussion of

Shakespearian material, this explanation also seems likely.
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Finally, St. Thomas Aquinas is referred to as "the

bulldog of Aquin" (p. 208). Tindall states that "Aquinas

is a dog because he was a Dominican or, according to a

medieval pun, Domini canis, dog of God." 12  Stephen, as

noted earlier, now a dog, wants to become a god or creator.

Therefore, in the first several chapters of Ulysses

the beast motif is introduced and enlarged upon. Beginning

with Mulligan's chance comment that Stephen's mother's

death was "beastly," the motif is expanded to include charac-

terizations of Stephen as a fox, a dog, a rat, and a vampire.

In addition, literary sources for the beast motif are intro-

duced in Stephen's fox riddle. From the generalized animal

imagery and bestial descriptions of Stephen in A Portrait,

Joyce refines the symbolism associated with the negative side

of Stephen's personality into a consistent, varied, and

continuous set of images.
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Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend,

ed. Maria Leach (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1972), "vampire,"
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vampires after death, which may explain the reason for such

ritualistic action.
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6 Thornton, p. 174.
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Sixteen Plays of Shakespeare, ed. George Lyman Kittredge
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12 Tindall, p. 174n.
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CHAPTER IV

THE BEAST MOTIF IN ULYSSES: "THE CYCLOPS"

THROUGH "PENELOPE"

The beast motif continues to play an important part

in the development of the characterization of Stephen

Dedalus in the remaining chapters of Ulysses. As in

"Proteus," real-life dogs are present in two later chapters,

"The Cyclops" and "Circe." While serious in subject, the

tone of "The Cyclops" chapter is light-hearted, even comic,

and is a welcome relief to the nearly continuous bleakness

and negativity expressed in "Circe." In "Circe" almost all

of the various elements of the beast motif introduced in

earlier chapters recur, though usually in altered form. In

addition, here Bloom is represented as a dog, a fox, and a

vampire and seems to share in some of the negative implications

which the motif suggests. Beyond the unique world of "Circe,"

however, Bloom and Stephen emerge in their more familiar roles.

The final chapters of Ulysses contain a few important references

to the beast motif, but the resolution of the motif is ambiguous

in the end.

Although Joyce's use of Garryowen in "The Cyclops," the

twelfth chapter, is comic in many respects, the underlying

suggestion is still, as before, negative. The descriptions

46
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of Garryowen emphasize the negative development of the

character in the chapter called "the citizen." In keeping

with the Homeric source for "The Cyclops" chapter, here

the citizen-Cyclops is a kind of one-eyed man. As Tindall

notes,

The citizen, around whom violence concentrates, may
be a "Fenian," an Irish patriot of 1904, but his in-
tolerance, megalomania, and brutality are those of
our world, too. Joyce's vision, ranging in space
and time includes stormtroopers, secret police,
witch-burners, inquisitors, lynchers, segrega-
tionists, and bigots of every sort.1

The citizen is shown to be a narrow-minded, shallow, and

violent character throughout the chapter. By being closely

associated with the equally disagreeable Garryowen, the

negative portrait of the citizen is emphasized.

The parallel development in the chapter of the actual

narrative and of the parodies, while humorous, also serves

to emphasize the pomposity of the citizen's arguments. The

negative beast imagery associated with the citizen also pro-

vides a striking contrast to Bloom, who in the chapter is

described as a "sheep" and associated with Christ.

Early in the chapter, the narrator describes the citizen

and Garryowen in unflattering language:

So we turned into Barney Kiernan's and there sure
enough was the citizen up in the corner having a
great confab with himself and that bloody mangy
mongrel, Garryowen, and he waiting for what the
sky would drop in the way of a drink.

(p. 295)
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The narrator's attitude toward Garryowen is clear: "Be a

corporal work of mercy if someone would take the life of

that bloody dog" (p. 295). Later the narrator thinks to

himself about the citizen: "Talking about new Ireland he

ought to go and get a new dog so he ought. Mangy ravenous

brute sniffling and sneezing all round the place and scratching

his scabs . . ." (p. 305).

The citizen, who knows only a few phrases of Irish,

begins talking with the dog; in this passage, the dog's

supposed hydrophobia suggests Stephen, who in the first

chapter had shown similar tendencies:

Then he starts hauling and mauling and talking to him
in Irish and the old towser growling, letting on to
answer, like a duet in the opera. Such growling you
never heard as they let off between them. Someone
that has nothing better to do ought to write a letter
pro bono publico to the papers about the muzzling
ocerF r a dog the like of that. Growling and
grousing and his eye all bloodshot from the drouth
is in it and the hydrophobia dropping out of his jaws.

(p. 311)

Actually the term "hydrophobia" is a misnomer, for Garryowen

later drinks some water given to him, "and, gob, you could

hear him lapping it up a mile off" (p. 312). Similarly, al-

though Stephen refuses to swim with Mulligan that morning, he

does drink heavily in the evening with his friends.

Finally, both the citizen and Garryowen share an intoler-

ance toward Bloom, the citizen towards Bloom's religion and

ethical views, and Garryowen, according to the narrator, be-

cause Bloom has the "odour" of a Jew (p. 304). When Bloom
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first approaches the bar, Garryowen growls at him. "'Come

in, come on, he won't eat you'" (p. 303), the citizen tells

Bloom. Later, Bloom tries to ignore them, but finds "the

citizen scowling after him and the old dog at his feet look-

ing up to know who to bite and when" (p. 324). At the end

of the chapter, while Bloom gets the best of them all by

ascending to "the glory of the brightness at an angle of

fortyfive degrees over Donohoe's in Little Green Street like

a shot off a shovel" (p. 345), according to the narrator,

.. the last we saw was the bloody car rounding
the corner and old sheepface [Bloom] on it
gesticulating and the bloody mongrel after it
with his lugs back for all he was bloody well
worth to tear him limb from limb.

(p. 345)

Besides the narrator's extensive unflattering descrip-

tions of the citizen and Garryowen, another way the negative

characterization is achieved is by the contrast of the actual

narrative with the corresponding parodies of different prose

styles in the chapter. These passages, often humorous, help

to deflate the aggressive opinions of the citizen.

For example, once when Garryowen begins to growl and the

citizen makes him stop, the narrator describes the action:

The bloody mongrel began to growl that'd put the
fear of God in you seeing something was up but the
citizen gave him a kick in the ribs.

--Bi i dho husht, says he.
(p. 299)

Wk* ------------
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The incident is imitated in a passage in which, according to

Tindall, "the citizen becomes a stone-age barbarian in this

parody of a prose saga."'2

A couched spear of acuminated granite rested by him
while at his feet reposed a savage animal of the canine
tribe whose stertorous gasps announced that he was
sunk in uneasy slumber, a supposition confirmed by
hoarse growls and spasmodic movements which his master
repressed from time to time by tranquillising blows
of a mighty cudgel rudely fashioned out of paleolithic
stone.

(p. 297)

Another example of a prose parody used in connection

with Garryowen occurs later in the chapter, and while the

language of the passage at first seems benign, a hint of the

bestial imagery is present in the aside, "and their name is

legion, "' suggesting the devil:

All those who are interested in the spread of human
culture among the lower animals (and their name is
legion) should make a point of not missing the really
marvellous exhibition of cynanthropy given by the famous
old Irish red wolfdog setter formerly known by the
sobriquet of Garryowen and recently rechristened by his
large circle of friends and acquaintances Owen Garry.
The exhibition, which is the result of years of training
by kindness and a carefully thoughtout dietary system,
comprises, among other achievements, the recitation of
verse. . . . Perhaps it should be added that the effect
is greatly increased if Owen's verse be spoken somewhat
slowly and indistinctly in a tone suggestive of sup-
pressed rancour.

(pp. 311-312)

This section culminates in this appropriately rough verse

attributed to Garryowen:
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The curse of my curses
Seven days every day
And seven dry Thursdays
On you, Barney Kiernan,
Has no sup of water
To cool my courage,
And my guts red roaring
After Lowry' s lights.

(p. 312)

Ironically, Garryowen later is referred to as a saint, "S.

Owen Caniculus" in a catalog of names in one of the parody

passages (p. 399).

The reference in the preceding section to "training by

kindness" is an allusion to Bloom. In "The Cyclops" there is

a contrast between the citizen and his dog (and thus, Stephen)

and "old sheepface," Bloom. As Tindall puts it, in the

chapter

Joyce had the trouble with one-eyed man in mind. . . .
But two-eyed Joyce observes man' s virtue, too. Nowhere
else in Ulysses is its moral theme more explicit ore
more evident. The conflict in Barney Kiernan's is the
conflict of hate with love, of inhumanity with humanity,
and of compassion with indifference or malice.3

Bloom argues against injustice and for love. The citizen,

characteristically, misunderstands or else is incapable of

understanding Bloom's message.

But on another level, Bloom also argues for kindness to

animals. In one scene the narrator speaks of Bloom "talking

all kinds of drivel about training by kindness and thorough-

bred dog and intelligent dog . . ." (p. 305). Later the nar-

rator comments to himself about Garryowen, "I'd train him by

kindness, so I would, if he was my dog. Give him a rousing fine
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kick now and again where it wouldn't blind him" (p. 311).

Finally, the citizen calls Bloom "a wolf in sheep's clothing"

(p. 338). It seems clear, however, particularly after the

characterization of Bloom as Elijah in the final paragraph

of the chapter, that the citizen represents the "wolf" or

bestial element while "sheepf ace" Bloom embodies the positive,

spiritual side of man.

In "Circe," the fifteenth chapter, the bestial side of

man dominates the action, and the reversal of normal circum-

stance becomes the rule. The imagery is derived from Homer's

Odyssey, in which the sorceress Circe turns men into pigs.

The chapter is framed by the appearance of Stephen and

his ashplant. In the first few pages of the chapter, Stephen

and Lynch walk through nighttown. Stephen "flourishes his

ashplant shivering the lamp image, shattering light over the

world" (p. 432). Near the end of the chapter, Stephen "lifts

his ashplant high with both hands and smashes the chandelier"

(p. 583) at Bella Cohen's. Throughout Ulysses, Stephen has

attempted to free himself from the oppressive past. Tindall

maintains that "Mother, history, and chandelier seem analogous."4

Thus, Stephen's struggle is also recounted here in the night-

marish atmosphere of "Circe."

In "Circe" several "visions" recall the beast motif

connected with Stephen. Near the end of the chapter, Stephen

dances "giddily" at Bella's but stops when he sees the ghost

of his mother:

.........
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Stephen's mother, emaciated, rises stark through
the floor in leper grey with a wreath of faded
orange blossoms and a torn bridal veil, her face
worn and noseless, green with grave mould. . . .
She fixes her bluecircled hollow eyesockets on
Stephen and opens her toothless mouth uttering
a silent word.

(p. 579)

Mulligan also appears, taunting Stephen: "'She's beastly

dead. The pity of it! Mulligan meets the afflicted mother' "

(p. 580). Stephen is "horrorstruck" by the vision, but

Mulligan continues: "'The mockery of it! Kinch killed her

dogsbody bitchbody. She kicked the bucket'" (p. 580).

But true to the law of inversion in "Circe," this time

it is Stephen who calls his mother "The ghoul!" and "The

corpsechewer!" (p. 581). Mrs. Dedalus begs Stephen to "repent,"

but Stephen resists her domination and that of anyone else;

like Lucifer, he declares, "'Non serviam" (p. 582), and he

smashes the chandelier with his ashplant.

Other "visions" also seem related to Stephen's beast

motif. At one point, Paddy Dignam appears, "ghouleaten"

(p. 472). Actually, he also seems to be the ghoul, for he

is variously depicted as a beagle and a dachshund, with

"putrid carcasefed breath" (p. 472). When he leaves, he is

accompanied by "an obese grandfather rat" (p. 474).

Bloom's father, Virag, also appears in the chapter, de-

picted as a bestial, devilish incarnation:

A diabolic rictus of black luminosity contracting his
visage, [he] cranes his scraggy neck forward. He
lifts a mooncalf nozzle and howls. . . . He leans out

ill. -
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on tortured forepaws, elbows bent rigid, his eyes
agonising in his flat skullneck and yelps over the
mute world.

(p. 520)

With Virag, however, it is not so much his repulsive physical

appearance which suggests bestiality as it is his persistent

offensive and heretical comments. Another character, Garrett

Deasy, appears, with "nailscraped face" (p. 573).

In addition, in "Circe" an actual dog is present through-

out the chapter. Similar to the dog in the "Proteus" chapter,

however, this dog, "now a victim of Circe's magic, is spaniel,

terrier, bulldog, greyhound, setter, mastiff, and retriever

by turns." 5 The dog begins by closely following Stephen and

Lynch early in the chapter, then follows Bloom and is fed by

him, and finally is heard barking "in the distance" (p. 609)

at the end of the chapter. This movement away suggests that

the bestial influence, strongly felt by both Stephen and Bloom

during most of "Circe," is weakened at the end. This supposi-

tion is supported by Bloom's regaining his dominance over the

women at Bella's when Circe's "spell" is broken (p. 553) and

by Stephen's smashing the chandelier and breaking the spell of

his mother's ghost.

In "Circe," again true to the rule of inversion, Stephen's

fox riddle reappears, but in altered form. When someone at

Bella's mentions that "it's long after eleven," Stephen notes,

"'What, eleven? A riddle'" (p. 557) and goes on to recite his

new version of the fox riddle:

Ina pool no mmomqlMom on IN
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The fox crew, the cocks flew,
The bells in heaven
Were striking eleven.
'Tis time for her poor soul
To get out of heaven.

(p. 558)

The reversal in the first line is understandable in light of

the brothel setting, but Stephen also changes "this poor soul"

to "her poor soul" and "to go to heaven" to "to get out of

heaven." Clearly the "poor soul" is Mrs. Dedalus, and per-

haps she "gets out of heaven" tonight to appear as a ghost to

Stephen. But Stephen continues, "'Why striking eleven?

Thirsty fox. . . . Burying his grandmother. Probably he

killed her"' (p. 559). For the first time Stephen acknowledges

the possibility that he is responsible for his mother's death.

Nonetheless, he will not compromise his own standards and

repent: non serviam.

In "Circe" Bloom is also referred to as a dog by his

many detractors and the dominating women. He is a "pigeon-

livered cur" (p. 467) , a "pig dog" (p. 469) , a "dirty dog"

(p. 497), a "hound of dishonour" (p. 530), and a "beast"

(p. 490). But Bloom is also described as a "purely domestic

animal" (p. 462) , and his advocacy of "training by kindness"

from "The Cyclops" chapter reappears in "Circe." Bloom

is followed by the dog in "Circe," and he notes to himself,

"Strange how they take to me. Even that brute today" (p. 453),

characteristically forgetting his close call with Garryowen at

Barney Kiernan's. He even calls the dog in "Circe" "Garryowen"

(p. 453).
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Bloom feeds the dog the crubeen and trotter he purchased

earlier and thinks to himself, "The friend of man. Trained by

kindness" (p. 453). The dog is described as "rabid" (p. 454),

a term which suggests Stephen. Bloom's kindness to the dog

foreshadows his kindness to Stephen at the end of the "Circe"

chapter.

As noted previously, a black mass is implied in "Circe."

Tindall suggests that "Mulligan' s mock-Mass" of the first

chapter "celebrates dog."6 Thus, Mulligan refers to "dogs-

body" rather than to the body of Christ, or God. In "Circe"

the Voice of All the Damned cry, "'Htengier Tnetopinmo Dog

Drol eht rof, Aiulella ' " the reversal of "'Alleluia, for the

Lord God Omnipotent reigneth!'" which is verbalizeld by the Voice

of All the Blessed (p. 599). Adonai "from on high" first

echoes "'Dooooooooooog ''" and then "' Goooooooooood! '" (pp.

599-600).

In keeping with the development of the beast motif in

previous chapters, a foxhunt occurs as part of the action in

"Circe": "Encouraged by Simon [Dedalus], Stephen, the fox,

flees the hunting pack. . . . Abandoning Stephen, the hunting

pack pursues Bloom, fox in his turn."7 In "Circe" both

Stephen and Bloom share the bestial tendencies which cause

them to be characterized as dogs and then as hunted foxes.

In addition, Bloom accuses the Nymph of playing "the fox and

the grapes," a reference to Aesop's fable and calls her

"Reynard" when he confronts her with the hypocrisy of her

pious act (p. 553).

............
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Another point of correspondence is that Bloom, like

Stephen, is referred to as a "vampire." When Bloom leans

over Stephen near the end of "Circe" and tries to revive

him, Stephen "groans," "'Who? Black panther vampire'" (p.

608). Bloom is dressed in mourning, and Stephen has heard

Haines "raving all night about a black panther" (p. 4). Too,

Stephen himself has been thinking about vampires--his vampire

poem is one example--and the combination of the three elements

seems logical enough as Bloom leans close to Stephen's ear

and calls his name.

In a 1952 article, A. M. Klein analyzes the "black

panther" motif in some detail. Klein suggests that the "black

panther" image represents Christ, noting the use of the

panther to symbolize Christ in medieval bestiaries.8 Further

evidence is drawn from the first chapter of Ulysses, "Telemachus."

Klein maintains that here the Englishman Haines is actually

Satan. The name "Haines," according to Klein, is derived

from the French word for "hate."9 Klein also notes that

Haines is "opposed" to Stephen, who, in Klein's scheme of

the chapter, is Love. If Klein's observations are correct,

then in the last part of "Circe" Bloom, the "black panther,"

becomes a benevolent Christ-figure. And thus, Haines' dream

in "Telemachus" is explained: "in his dream to Satan Christ

comes as a nightmare."'0

The question of why the "vampire" image is associated

with the "black panther" is addressed by later critics. Michael
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Seidel believes that Stephen's epithet for Bloom, "black

panther vampire" suggests a genuine fear of predators.

Stephen's mother has already been linked in Stephen's

mind with a ghoulish vampire wanting to control or prevent

his artistic development. Seidel goes on to point out the

close proximity in the text in the "Proteus" chapter of a

description of the protean dog "vulturing the dead" and

Stephen's dream which foretells his meeting with Bloom.1 1

When Bloom tries to calm Stephen as Stephen begins to get

disruptive at Bella Cohen's, Stephen's response, "'Break

my spirit, will he?'" is explained by Seidel:

The vampire man (father to Icarus, Telemachus, Hamlet,
and Stephen-Christ) is there to help, but the son knows
only the threat. Bloom persists, and when the row
begins outside he moves between Zoe and Kitty to the
streets. The vampire and the panther come together. 12

Finally, Seidel suggests that Stephen's refusal to stay at

Bloom's for the night "lies with his alternatingly submissive

and apprehensive sense of Bloom, the father-uncle, the savior-

vampire."13

In his response to Seidel's article, John Gordon begins

by citing common-sense evidence to explain Stephen's "black

panther vampire" name for Bloom:

First, Stephen separates a black form from the less-
black background. He associates blackness with Hamlet,
Hamlet's father, his own black clothes--and therefore
with his idea of father-as-ghost, coming from the grave
to make his claim.1 4

Gordon suggests that "panther" is a feasible response to Bloom

as Stephen views him lying down, "a largish looming four-limbed
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mammal," and that Bloom's "pale" face, "about two inches above

the jugular vein" could recall Stephen's fear of vampires.1 5

More convincing, however, is Gordon's discovery that in

"Nausicaa," the thirteenth chapter, Bloom is repeatedly

described as a vampire in connection with his "relationship"

with Gerty MacDowell.16 Thus, to Stephen, Bloom is seen both

as a savior as well as a potential destroyer, and Bloom

("father-as-ghost") becomes a counterpart to the ghostly

Mrs. Dedalus.

Another interesting coincidence in "Circe" is that

Bloom is also referred to as "an old stager," just as the

"greatgrandfather rat" of the "Hades" chapter was. After

Corny Kelleher helps Stephen by preventing his arrest by the

British soldiers, Kelleher and Bloom give excuses to each

other for their being in nighttown. Kelleher tells Bloom

that such activity is "not for old stagers like myself and

yourself" (p. 606). In "Circe," too, the reference to "an

old stager" may imply Shakespeare--an old stager also.

Earlier in the chapter, Bloom and Stephen have been associated

with Shakespeare when, as they look into a mirror together

at Bella's, they see Shakespeare's face, "crowned by the

reflection of the reindeer antlered hatrack in the hall"

(p. 567).

Thus, most of the elements of the beast motif associated

with Stephen reappear in altered form in "Circe": the ghost

of Stephen's mother, the "protean" dog, the fox riddle, the
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black mass, Garryowen, the foxhunt, and the vampire figure.

The appearance of so many of the elements of the motif in

"Circe" seems fitting in such a deliberately bestial place,

but the chapter is not without redeeming elements--Bloom's

concern for Stephen, for example--which provide welcome

relief.

In "Eumaeus," the sixteenth chapter, the beast motif

appears only a few times. The sailor in the cabman's

shelter is described as a dog, and the language is reminis-

cent of the dog on the beach in "Proteus" which "scrapes

up the earth." The sailor passes around a picture card and

his seaman's discharge papers, and after a while, he demands

them back. "The request being complied with, he clawed

them up with a scrape" (p. 629). Later, when a cabby gives

the sailor a newspaper to read, the sailor put on his "goggles"

and "pawed the journal open" (p. 659).

The coincidence of Bloom's helping Stephen and Bloom's

helping an injured dog is also recounted in "Eumaeus." Here

Bloom "weighs the pros and cons" of inviting Stephen home:

The crux was it was a bit risky to bring him home
as eventualities might possibly ensue (somebody
having a temper of her own sometimes) and spoil the
hash altogether as on the night he misguidedly brought
home a dog (breed unknown) with a lame paw, not that
the cases were either identical or the reverse,
though he [Stephen] had hurt his hand too. . .

(p. 657)

For the rough sailor to be described in terms of a beast

seems appropriate, as does the comparison between Stephen and
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the injured dog. In addition, as in "The Cyclops," again

the beast motif is underscored by the use of contrast in

describing Bloom as a sheep. Bloom thinks to himself about

his confrontation with the citizen:

At the same time he inwardly chuckled over his
repartee to the blood and ouns champion about his
God being a jew. People could put up with being
bitten by a wolf but what properly riled them was
a bite from a sheep.

(p. 658)

In "Ithaca," the seventeenth chapter, the characteriza-

tion of Stephen as a hydrophobe is repeated. Before making

cocoa, Bloom washes his hands, but Stephen declines:

What reason did Stephen give for declining Bloom's
offer?

That he was a hydrophobe, hating partial contact by
immersion or total by submersion in cold water (his last
bath having taken place in the month of October of the
preceding year), disliking the aqueous substances of
glass and crystal, distrusting aquacities of thought
and language.

(p. 673)

Here Stephen's refusal to wash and his avoidance of water and

other "aqueous substances" are given a philosophical basis

rather than the "rabid" connotation suggested earlier with

Garryowen.

An important part of Stephen's growth is chronicled in

his acceptance of Bloom's cup of cocoa: "they drank in joco-

serious silence Epp's massproduct, the creature cocoa" (p. 677).

As noted earlier, Tindall suggests that this symbolic ritual

of the "massproduct" is the point at which Stephen is trans-

formed from a "young dog" into a god, or creator. The
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supposition is that Stephen will now be able to realize his

artistic potential and go on to create works of art.

The occurrence of this mystical transformation, however,

does not necessarily imply that Stephen is rid of all his

ghosts. In "Penelope," the final chapter, Stephen retains

his association with the bestial element, as Molly's thoughts

reinforce the coincidence of Bloom, Stephen, and the injured

dog:

. . . bringing in his friends to entertain them
like the night he walked home with a dog if you please
that might have been mad especially Simon Dedalus son
his father such a criticiser with his glasses up with
his tall hat on him at the cricket match and a great
big hole in his sock one thing laughing at the other
and his son that got all those prizes for whatever he
won them in the intermediate imagine. . . .

(p. 768)

Critics have wondered why Stephen does not stay at

Bloom's for the night. One answer is that Stephen is still

controlled by the vampire side of his personality. Mitchell

and Wright cite as the main characteristics of the "lycanthropic

psychosis" the following: "'animal transfomation, . . .

ravenous cannibalism, . . . and . . . nocturnal wandering.'"'7

Stephen's refusal of Bloom's offer of lodging for the night

corresponds to the third characteristic, the need for "noc-

turnal wandering."

Finally, in "Ithaca" as Bloom and Stephen leave each other,

the bells of Saint George's remind Bloom of "Heigho, heigho"

(p. 704). To Stephen, however, they recall the funeral

OWN-
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service for Mrs. Dedalus: "Liliata rutilantium. Turma

circumdet . . ." (p. 704). Although Stephen may have made

some progress during the day--he has progressed from a

"dogsbody" to a creator--there is evidence that he retains

the morbid obsession with his mother's death which is de-

picted throughout Ulysses in the various manifestations of

the beast motif.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

In Ulysses the beast motif associated with Stephen

Dedalus is a part of the general animal imagery in the book.

The motif consistently carries a negative connotation--the

fox in Stephen's thoughts has "red reek of rapine in his

fur" and is associated with grave digging and lycanthropy,

for example--as contrasted with bird imagery in the book

which usually suggests the higher nature of man. The beast

motif includes characterizations of Stephen, and others, as

a dog, a fox, a rat, and a vampire. The motif begins in

the first few pages of Ulysses and continues through the

final chapter.

The beast motif originates in Joyce's earlier novel,

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. In A Portrait,

however, bestial imagery connected with the motif is for

the most part associated with Stephen's confusion over his

developing sexual nature. While references to a dog or puppy

are common, most of the imagery is rather generalized; Stephen

is often described as "brutelike" or as a "beast." In Ulysses

beast imagery is also used in connection with sexual lust,

but the primary focus of the imagery is Stephen's guilt over

his mother's death.

65
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Further, in Ulysses the motif is more specific and re-

fined. Several literary sources for the imagery of the beast

motif are apparent. One of the main sources is the dramatic

work of Elizabethan playwright John Webster. From Webster

comes the idea of a wolf digging in connection with a murder,

the idea of lycanthropy, the funeral bell, the repeated use

of the word "scrape, " and the "fox" as a kind of sword blade.

Another literary source is a poem by Matthew Prior, Solomon

on the Vanity of the World: A Poem in Three Books, in which

the use of the word "rapine" occurs in connection with a noc-

turnal fox. Joyce also drew from the symbolism of medieval

bestiaries, in which the fox is called "Reynard" and has a

fully-developed, negative characterization. Finally, Joyce

uses a traditional Irish folk riddle, one which has a "non-

sense" solution, to tie together all the various and dis-

parate elements of the beast motif.

The characterization of Stephen as a fox and a dog par-

allels the association of Bloom with a panther and a sheep.

Coincidences of characterization, however, are also present.

Both Stephen and Bloom are depicted as vampires--Stephen,

throughout Ulysses, and Bloom in the "Circe" and "Nausicaa"

chapters. In addition, Bloom, like Stephen, is characterized

as a dog and a fox in "Circe."

Many critics have written about the various manifestations

of the beast motif in Ulysses, but no previous study has ex-

amined the continuity of the beast motif for Stephen Dedalus.
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Two sources in particular seem most helpful in the present

study. William York Tindall, in A Reader's Guide to James

Joyce points out many of the occurrences of the beast motif

in his chapter-by-chapter explication of Ulysses. His style

is scholarly and clear, and his book helps to resolve many

confusing passages in Joyce's works. Patrick A. McCarthy,

in The Riddles of Finnegans Wake continues where Tindall

leaves off concerning the motif, showing the continuity of

the imagery as it relates to the fox riddle.

Finally, a few contributions of an apparently original

nature were discovered in the course of researching the beast

motif in Ulysses. One is the Websterian origin of M4ligan's

name for Stephen, "Kinch, the knife-blade." Another is Joyce's

use of the Matthew Prior poem for an important part of the

language of the fox imagery associated with Stephen.

Joyce's use of so many literary sources--Webster, Prior,

bestiaries, and riddles--for a motif associated with Stephen

Dedalus, an aspiring writer, seems appropriate. Perh aps, too,

Joyce chose a dog to represent Stephen before he becomes an

artist because the contrast with the later Stephen, as a

young god, is so marked. In addition, the beast symbol is

versatile enough to allow a wide range of possible irnter-

pretations, from the light-hearted portrayal of Garryowen to

the descriptions of the darkest side of the human conscience,

associated with the vampire imagery. The continuity of the
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motif, appearing throughout the novel with a consistent set

of images and always carrying a negative connotation is

somewhat remarkable in a novel so full of false leads and

puzzles. The study of the continuity of the beast motif

in Ulysses helps to explain, in part, the complex character-

ization of Stephen Dedalus.
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